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Abstract 

Photon energy is selectively delivered and transformed into heat sufficient to produce cellular 

hyperthermia in plasmonicphotothermal therapy (PPTT), a minimally invasive oncological 

therapeutic method. The current study shows that in vivo PPTT treatment of rats is 

possible.plasmonic gold nanorods and a compact, portable device to treat deep tissue cancers 

a low-cost near-infrared (NIR) laser.Squamous cell carcinomas shrink dramatically in size in 

Direct (P< 0.0001) and intravenous (P< 0.0008) delivery of rats tongue were 

detected.pegylated gold nanospheres For both administration and tumour growth 

inhibitionOver a 30day period, resorption of >57 percent of the directlyinjected techniques 

was seen, with resorption of >57 percent of the directlyinjected techniquesand a quarter of the 

intravenously treated tumours. 

Keywords: photothermal therapy; nanosheres; hyperthermia; near infrared; polyethylene 

glycol; nanotechnology. 

 

1. Introduction 
Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) is the sixth most common oral malignancy, with over 

500,000 cases diagnosed each year (1). OSCC is thought to be responsible for more than 90% 

of oral cancer cases and has the highest mortality rate in the world 
(2-4)

. OSCC may affect the 

lips, tongue, upper and lower gingiva, retromolar triangle, alveolar mucosa, mouth floor and 

palate, buccal mucosa, oropharynx, and salivary glands, among other anatomical structures 
(2, 

7)
. The lateral boundary of the tongue accounts for 40% of OSCC cases, followed by the floor 

of the mouth (30%), and the lower lip (10%) 
(4, 7)

. 

Following the fact that the majority of OSCC cases were the result of prior precancerous 

lesions, WHO recommended changing the word "precancerous lesions" to "potentially 

malignant disorders" (PMDs) in 2005. Leukoplakia, erythroplakia, oral lichen planus, oral 

submucous fibrosis, actinic keratosis, discoid lupus erythematosus, and palatal lesions are 

some of the PMDs that may occur.When compared to other oral pathologies, these conditions 

have a significantly higher chance of being cancerous.
(3)

. 

Oral cancer is a malignant neoplasm that develops in the mouth. Squamous cells are the 

histological basis of approximately 90% of oral cancers, so this form of cancer is commonly 

referred to as OSCC. The OSCC has a low degree of differentiation and a proclivity for 

lymph node metastasis in the regional lymph nodes.Even though the oral cavity is very 

accessible during any clinical examination, the majority of OSCC are diagnosed at a very late 

and crucial point. The key causes in this case are the patient's lack of expertise and, of course, 
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the doctor's failure to diagnose the disorder properly.Despite the wide range of treatment 

options, late diagnosis greatly decreases the risk of survival 
(4)

. 

The most important risk factors for OSCC, with a prevalence of over 90%, are long-term 

excessive alcohol intake and tobacco use
 (2)

.Oral carcinogenesis is a complex mechanism that 

is influenced by a number of factors. Epithelial cells are affected by genetic mutations during 

this phase, which ultimately lead to a number of neoplastic sites in the oral cavity; these sites 

can grow into OSCC over time.If an oral mucosal lesion does not improve after three weeks, 

it should be treated as a life threatening disease that necessitates biopsy and further 

histopathological examination 
(4)

. 

The traditional oral examination, which involves clinical assessment and palpation of the 

mucosa of the oral cavity under the illumination of the dental chair, is most commonly used 

to diagnose a questionable lesion 
(1)

.The ability to diagnose OSCC at an early stage is critical 

in order to lower the high incidence of illness and death among patients 
(6)

. Toluidine blue 

(TB), Methylene blue staining, Rose Bengal staining, and Lugol's iodine staining are 

examples of methods.Staining with TB is a well-established method for detecting 

premalignant and malignant lesions, and it is recommended as part of the clinical evaluation 

of oral mucosal tissues, especially in high risk patients. These methods are inexpensive, 

simple to implement, and reliable 
(3)

.The use of different types of dyes to stain the mucosa in 

order to identify neoplastic cells, cells with a high reproductive function, and particular areas 

for analysis and biopsy 
(5)

. 

   The most prognostic symptom of any malignancy is epithelial dysplasia. Dysplasia is 

graded as mild, moderate, or extreme by the World Health Organization.These are methods 

that employ the use of a microscope to assess cells collected from smears, scraping, and 

needle aspiration through different mucosal depths. The most common findings are a 

standard mucosal lesion that appears normal at first glance but contains atypical cells when 

prepared.The cytological tests taken from the oral cavity can aid in identifying and 

diagnosing tissues with a high risk of cancer 
(5)

. 

The most popular treatment methods for oral cancer are noninvasive, such as radiotherapy in 

most cases, or surgical, such as surgery, which is typically the first treatment choice despite 

the fact that radiotherapy survival rates and anatomical site control are comparable 
(8,9)

.These 

techniques may be used individually or in combination. In order to treat the initial tumour, 

radiotherapy may be given alone or in conjunction with chemotherapy.It can be used as 

neoadjuvant therapy, which reduces the size of the tumour before surgery. Radiotherapy can 

also be used as adjuvant therapy, which improves the efficacy of the initial treatment and, as 

a result, increases the chances of survival, lowers the risk of recurrence, and also improves 

the symptoms of late-stage oral cancer 
(8)

. 

Radiotherapy has a number of significant disadvantages, including xerostomia, 

osteoradionecrosis, mucositis, and a lengthy treatment time, which are not desirable in 

situations where the bone is close to the patient and/or the patient is young.Oral cancer 

treatment techniques such as surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy have a significant 

impact on the patient's quality of life and are regarded as particularly harsh due to the 

location and obtrusive nature of the treatment 
(7, 8)

.The aim of OSCC treatment methods is to 

treat the initial tumour while preserving as much shape and function as possible by proper 

restoration 
(9)

. 

              The future use of chemically synthesised and functionalized nanoparticles 

engineered specifically for biomedical applications is the subject of much of the current 

excitement around nanoscience and nanotechnology. Indeed, nanoparticle-based approaches 

designed to address the unique diagnostic and therapeutic challenges of cancer can hold the 

greatest promise for nanochemistry.Although several approaches to nanotechnology-enabled 

cancer diagnostics and therapeutics are being created, a particularly promising strategy 
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involves the use of noble metal nanoparticles and light. Metallic nanoparticles, such as gold 

or silver, have unusually bright colours due to their intense optical resonances 
(10)

.  

Metal nanoparticles that are illuminated by light sustain surface plasmons, which are coherent 

oscillations of their valence electrons. The shape and size of the metal nanoparticle 

nanoparticle, as well as the form of metal and its local atmosphere, all influence the plasmon 

resonance wavelength 
(11)

. Nanoparticles with a diameter of less than 100 nm may have high 

resonant absorption and scattering properties. Metallic nanoparticles' resonant absorption 

properties result in solid, highly localisedphotothermal heating when illuminated by lasers, an 

effect that can be used to trigger cancer cell death and tumour remission.In bioimaging, the 

light scattering properties can be used to improve contrast. Nanoparticles' inherent properties 

can be combined to create integrated diagnostic imaging and therapeutics.The optical 

resonance of nanoshells and sphers, in particular, can be tuned to a wavelength in the near 

infrared between 700 and 1100 nm, where water absorption is limited and blood and tissue 

are maximally transmissive
(12)

. 

 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS: 

 Animals and experimental procedure:  

The animal experimental protocol used in this study was approved by Institutional Animal Care 

and Use Committee Cairo university (CU-IACUC  CU I F 21 18) , a total of 35 male, 8 weeks 

old, Wistar rats, body weight (120- 160 g) had been selected for this study . Rats were housed 

in polypropylene cages (2 rats per cage) each with stainless steel top grill which uded for 

holding pelleted food and filtered drinking water in polycarbonate bottles. The rats were 

maintained under controlled conditions of temperature (23 ± 2 C), humidity (55 ± 5 %), and a 

12:12 h light-dark cycle. Paddy husk was used as bedding material. 

 Study design. 

The animals were randomly divided into four groups: 

Group (A): composed of 5 rats (control negative without tumor induction) as a baseline 

control group.One animal was euthanized at day zero and four were euthanized at end of the 

experiment. 

Group (B): composed of 5 rats (control positive without any treatments after Tumor 

induction).Animals were painted three times per week, on the tongue surface, with the 

carcinogen (DMBA) for 12 weeks then followed up for another 4 weeks. A camel hairbrush, 

number 4, was used for painting 
(20)

. 

Group (C): composed of 12 rats had been injected with 1.5mg/kg body weight of gold 

nanoparticles in phosphate buffer solution into the tail vein 
(21) 

. 

Group (D): composed of 13 rats had been injected with 1.5mg/kg body weight of gold 

nanoparticles in phosphate buffer solution into the tongue tumors under general anesthesia 

with Ketalar 10 mg/ml (Pfizer AS, Lysaker, Norway) and Zoletil (0.25 mg/kg; Virac Lab, 

Carros, France)  had been irradiated by low level laser therapy irradiation.
 (13, 14)

 

 Oral tumors 
had been developed in the tongue of rates using topical application of  the carcinogen 0.5% 

7,12-dimethylbenz (a) anthracene (DMBA) dissolved in heavy mineral oil (U.S.P), 

Chlorauric acid, Poly [ethylene glycol], Thymoquinone, Folic acid and Phosphate-buffered 

saline (PBS), PH=7.4. All the previous chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich Company, Saint 

Louiss, USA(three times a week for 12 weeks)
 (15,16,17,20)

 .
 

Diode laser 

In this analysis, gallium-aluminum-arsenide (GaAlAs) diode laser equipment was used to 

provide a continuous 808 nm wavelength and (808 nm, 6 mm dia) and it was determined that 

10–15 minutes of irradiation at 0.9W/cm2 was necessary for maximal tumor control and 

minimal damage to surrounding tissues. The tongue tumor was in no contact with the probe. 
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LLLT was administered three times per week to the day of euthanasia, after 24 h post-AuNP 

injection 
(18)

. 

 .Synthesis and Characterization AuNPs 

100 mL of 0.01 percent chloroauricacid (HAuCl4. 4H2O) solution and 5 mL of clove bud 

aqueous extract were used to synthesize the AuNP. Using the dilute NaOH buffer solution, 

the pH value of the biologically functionalized gold nanoparticle solution was changed to 7.4, 

equivalent to the physiological condition of the rats.In order to eliminate the precipitates, 

aggregates, fibrous matter and other unreacted water soluble impurities, the AuNP solution 

was filtered through 1 lm filters and the filtrate was stored at 4 C in order to avoid 

aggregation.  

The gold suspension nanoparticle (1 mL) was centrifuged for 30 minutes at 10,000 rpm and 

the supernatant was removed.The size and shape of the gold nanoparticles were examined 

using an FEI Nova nano 600, Netherlands field emission scanning electron microscopy and 

the images worked at 15 kV at a 0 tilt position
(19)

. A transmission electron microscopy using 

a HitachiHF-2000 field emission high-resolution transmission electron microscopy operating 

at 200 kV was used to examine the size and morphology of the gold nanoparticles.The optical 

absorption spectra in the wavelength range of 200-850 nm were measured in a 5 mL glass 

cuvette using a DU800 spectrometer. 

Parameters evaluated 

1. Clinical observation 

Both animals with symptoms of toxicity (morbidity) were observed twice a day.& Mortality). 

There has been a detailed clinical examinationIt's once a week. Animals during the 

comprehensive clinical examTheir cages were removed and inspected for skin, hair, eyes, 

Tremors, convulsions, gait and stance, salivation, pilot erection,Production etc 
(22-24)

 .
 

2. Ophthalmic examination 

Prior to care and during the week, eyes were examinedUsing an ophthalmoscope prior to 

sacrifice after inducing the Mydriatic agent, Tropicamide at 1 percent. The cornea, lens, iris, 

retina, vitreous, humour and optic disc nerve were present during the examination 
(22-24)

. 

 

3. Body weight and food consumption 

Prior to surgery, the body weights of all animals were assessed and on days 8, 15, 22 and 29, 

respectively. Fasting weight on the body was reported on Day 30 prior to the sacrifice. 

Consumption of food was assessed once a week and the average daily intake of food per 

week the animal was measured for each weighing cycle 
(22-24)

. 

4. Hematology and blood chemistry 
On treatment day 29, animals were fasted overnight, and blood fasted.Sampleswere collected 

on the 30th day by retro-orbital puncture from all rodents. Blood samples were taken from the 

dipotassium EDTA collection.Tubes as hematological anticoagulants and without 

anticoagulantsThe Clinical Chemistry Tubes. Hematological parameters such as nitrogen urea 

(BUN), creatinine (CRE), creatine kinase, amino transferase aspartate (AST),Using the 

ARTOS Vesatis biochemical analyser, alanine amino transferase (ALT), 

cglutamyltranspeptidase (c-GT) and alkaline phosphatase (ALP) were assessed 
(22-24)

. 

5. Urinalysis 

On day 29, urine samples from rats were obtained by putting them in individual metabolic 

cages after fasting overnight. They measured parameters such as pH, glucose, bilirubin, 

ketone, protein, urobilinogen, nitrite, specific gravity, erythrocytes, and leukocytes 
(22-24)

. 

6. Necropsy and gross examination 

Necropsia was performed in all rats on day 30 after the blood collection and was subjected to 

a thorough macroscopic examination. All rats were sacrificed, measured, exsanguinated and 

subjected to thorough necropsy by anaesthetic with isoflurane
(22-24).
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7. Histopathology 

For histopathological tests, the following organs and tissues were collected: tongue, liver. In 

Davidson's fixative, the tissues were fixed in 10 percent neutral buffered formalin and 

Microscopic examinations were carried out for all control slidesIn short, hematoxyline and 

eosin (H & E) were stained with 4-5 mm microtome sections following a standard staining 

protocol for histopathological staining 
(22-24) 

. 

8. BCL-2 Immunohistochemistery 

Even when tumours have the same clinical and histopathological characteristics, these 

parameters of aggressive tumour activity may differ. As a result, in order to better determine 

tumour natural history and, at the same time, towe looked for molecular markers that could 

predict outcomes by analysing clinical data.  

3. Statistical analysis 

The data was statistically analyzed and reported as mean ± SD. Bartlett's test for homogeneity 

of variance was used to analyze the data for mean body weight, food consumption, 

hematology, clinical chemistry and organ weight. On homogeneous data, oneway variance 

analysis (ANOVA) was performed. For multiple comparisons, Dunnett's test was used. 

 

3. Results and  Discussion 

The size and shape of the gold nanoparticles were well defined and uniform in shape, with a 

normal distribution, according to transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images. The size 

of the particles was 50 nm, and their morphology was spherical, as shown in Figure 1 A. 

Clinical findings: In comparison to the control group, animals painted with DMBA 

displayed hair loss, significant weight loss, red macules and papules and tongue ulcers. 

Papillary overgrowth were discovered intraand perioral, and they increased in size by the end 

of the study. By the 16th week, gold nanoparticles only had been administered to the animals 

(group C).When compared to group D, animals treated with gold nanoparticles with laser 

showed significant weight gain and a reduction in papillary overgrowth size, leading to 

complete ablation of ulcers and small tumorsmore than (group C)Figure 2. 

Histopathologic results (Figure 3):  

 The mucosa in Group A (the negative control) was regular, with four distinct layers. 

 Group B (DMBA group) had welltomoderately differentiated oral squamous cell 

carcinoma (OSCC) with various ulcers and significant papillomatous overgrowths, as 

well as several invading malignant epithelial islands into the connective tissue.The 

epithelium as a whole displayed hyperplasia and hyperkeratinization, as well as 

dysplasia. 

 Group C (gold nanoparticles) Congestion and mononuclear infiltration and and Sub 

epithelial mild congestion and inflammatory cell infiltration. 

 Group D (gold nanoparticles with laser) normal tongue (epidermis, muscle)  

Apoptotic cells were discovered as smaller cells with nuclear fragmentation,  

cytoplasm condensation, and cell borders that were clearly defined.Figure1 

          D: TEM images Presence of gold nanparticles in the tongue tissue. 

Results of blood analysis: 
The effects of 50 nm GNPs on the blood serum of rats were assessed using biochemical 

parameters such as AST, GGT, ALT, ALP, UREA, and CREA.The administration of gold 

nanoparticles (135 ± 43.53; Mean SE) and gold nanoparticles with laser (139± 21.02) 50 nm 

GNPs increased the AST values in this study as compared to the control (130± 23.26). the 

AST values increased significantly 
(25)

. This research suggests that GNP administration can 

cause minor liver damage, and that GNPs have a direct effect on liver function.Serum is a 

form of liquid that is used AST and ALT levels are typical markers for hepatic toxicity: when 

the liver is impaired by some cause, such as hepatitis or cirrhosis, the levels of these proteins 
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rise rapidlyFigure 1:- TEM images showB: Presence of  goldnanparticles in the cytoplasm of 

liver cells from rats sacrificed after 29 days from the local  injection of AuNPs. C: Presence 

of gold nanoparticles in phagolysosomes in Kupffer cells of the liver (
25)

.  

Hepatocyte swelling could be caused by membrane dysfunction, which results in a large 

influx of water and Na+ due to GNP effects, as well as leakage of lysosomal hydrolytic 

enzymes, which causes cytoplasmic degeneration and macromolecular crowding. 
(26-32)

. the 

vacuolated swelling of the cytoplasm of the GNP-treated rats' hepatocytes could indicate 

GNP-induced acute and subacute liver injury. These changes were size-dependent, with 

smaller ones causing the most effects, and they were linked to GNP exposure time
(26-32)

. After 

intraperitoneal administration of 13 nm colloidal gold beads, the largest volume of gold was 

found in the liver and spleen 
(33)

. In another analysis, gold nanorods (65± 5 nm) were injected 

intravenously and found to accumulate primarily in the liver within minutes. 
(34)

(Fig. 4). 
  The GGT values increased with the administration of gold nanoparticles (25± 1.36; Mean 

&SE) and gold nanoparticles with laser (22 ±1.36; Mean &SE) nm GNPs compared to the 

control (15±1.74). When 50 nm GNPs were used instead of the GGT values wassignificantly 

(Fig. 5).the ALT values decreased  in gold nanoparticles (40.5± 6.01; Mean& SE) and gold 

nanoparticles with laser (39 ± 7.32) nm GNPs were administered for a 29-day exposure 

period, compared to the control (44± 10.09). When 50 nm GNPs were used instead of power, 

the ALT values dropped dramatically (Fig. 6).The ALP values significantly decreased in gold 

nanoparticles (196.60± 33.95; Mean& SE) and gold nanoparticles with laser (251.60± 38.52) 

nm GNPs were administered, as compared to the control (347±52.52) (Fig. 7). The levels of 

CREA values increased in gold nanoparticles (0.85±0.02; Mean& SE) and gold nanoparticles 

with laser (0.74± 0.05) nm GNPs were administered, in a non significant manner relative to 

the control (0.6±0.06) (Fig8). 

            The UREA values increased whengold nanoparticles (43.56±1.68; Mean SE) and gold 

nanoparticles with laser (44.18±2.59) were administered, in a non-significant manner relative 

to the control (38.36±3.36) group (Fig. 9).The non-significant increases in UREA and CREA 

levels may be due to the highest GNP clearance through the kidney. After regular injections 

of GNPs, the amount of gold in the kidney increased significantly.Surprisingly, as the GNP 

dose rises, the percent gold accumulated decreases, implying that GNPs are efficiently 

cleared from the body (35). UREA, CREA, total bilirubin, and ALP levels in rats' blood 

serum were measured to assess kidney, hepatic, and biliary function.When all of these 

metabolites in the serum of animals treated with different doses of GNPs were compared to 

controls, no statistically significant differences in any of the parameters tested were found 
(35)

.  

After GNP is absorbed via inhalation, oral, or dermal exposure, it is distributed across the 

body through the bloodstream. The size and exposure time of the injected particles had an 

effect on the distribution of GNPs.At 29 days after injection, the smallest GNPs showed the 

most widespread tissue distribution 
(28-32)

. Cloudy swelling, vacuolar degeneration, hyaline 

droplets and castswere all observed after exposure to GNP doses. There was mild congestion 

in the glomeruli, but no hypercellularity or basement membrane thickening. The cortex and 

proximal renal convoluted tubules were more affected than the distal tubules. Cloudy 

swelling, renal tubular necrosis, intertubular blood capillary dilation and inflammatory cell 

infiltrations were also found
(28-32)

. 

BCL-2 Immunohistochemistery 

The disease's progression in each patient.Signaling molecules involved in the regulation of 

proliferation and cell death, specifically genes of the bcl-2 family, have received a lot of 

attention in both normal and neoplastic tissue 
(36)

.Apoptosis is a genetically controlled 

process that is essential for normal tissue homeostasis as well as neoplastic transformation 
(37)

. The bcl-2 family of apoptosis-related genes is divided into two groups: proapoptotic 

genes like bax, evil, and bcl-xs, and antiapoptotic genes like bcl-2, bcl-xL, and mcl-
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1
(38)

.These genes' protein products may both homo- and heterodimerize, and the proportion 

between the two classes can cause the cell to join apoptotic or proliferative programmes to 

divide in an unregulated manner 
(39)

. 

When the bcl-2 genes are activated, their proteins are normally overexpressed. Bcl-2 is one of 

the most studied antiapoptotic proteins. Its abnormal expression has been identified in a 

variety of solid tumours, including lung cancer, thyroid cancer, breast cancer, ovarian cancer, 

stomach cancer, and colon cancer 
(40,41)

. The bcl-2 protein protects cells from death by 

slowing or preventing apoptosis, as well as promoting tumour growth 
(42)

. Because of its 

ability to suppress chemo/radiotherapy-induced apoptosis, overexpression of bcl-2 has been 

linked to a poor response to therapy in many tumours
(43)

.There was a potential connection 

between the normal prognostic parameters and the expression of bcl-2, as well as to evaluate 

the apoptosis can play a role in the pathogenesis of OSCCs. In out work the level of bcl-2 in 

group C more than group D which indicated that the effect of treatment of gold 

nanoparticalescompinedwhith laser more effect than  gold nanoparticales only for treatment 

of squamous cell carcinoma of tongue. 

 Initially, 13 rats from Group D were used to determine the best circumstances for near-

infrared PPTT treatment of an SCC tumour on the tongue of rats. 15 μl of pegylated gold 

spheres were injected directly into the tumourinterstitium, and 100μl were infused 

intravenously (tail). Tumors directly injected with nanospheres were exposed to 

extracorporeal NIR (808 nm, 6 mm dia) after 24 hours, and it was shown that 10–15 minutes 

of irradiation at 0.9W/cm2 was required for optimal tumour control and minimal tissue 

damage (group D).    

 Furthermore, compared to intravenous nanosphere injections, direct injection of pegylated 

gold nanospheres with near-infrared PPTT inhibited tumourresorption and growth. Changes 

in tumour volume were measured over a 29-day period for control rats, as well as those 

treated with intravenous and direct nanosphere injections followed by PPTT (Fig. 10), and 

statistical hypothesis testing for differences in average tumour growth was performed using 

previously established treatment conditions (Table 2.At day 29, (Figure 10) indicates a >96% 

decrease in average tumour growth for SCC that was treated directly and a >74% decrease in 

average tumour growth for SCC that was treated intravenously (Relative to control tumors). 

The average tumour growth for directly and intravenously treated tumours at day 29 was 

considerably lower than the untreated control groups (P0.0001 and P0.0008, respectively). 

During the experiment, differences in observed efficacy for direct and intravenous treatments 

gradually developed, reaching statistical significance on day 29. At the end of the experiment, 

non-parametric analysis of variance revealed statistically significant differences between the 

treated and untreated groups (Table 3). The selectivity and specificity of near-infrared PPTT 

are clearly demonstrated by these findings. 

 Selective hyperemia of malignant tissues treated with pegylated gold nanorods by near-

infrared PPTT is related to the substantial changes in observed SCC tumour development. 

The EPR effect causes a preferential concentration of pegylated gold nanorods within the 

tumourinterstitium
(44)

. Tumor cells are increasingly vulnerable to hyperthermic effects 
(45, 46)

 

such as disruption of metabolic signalling processes, protein denaturation, and the onset of 

acidosis or apoptosis caused by the production of heat-shock proteins and other immune 

stimulants due to their rapid metabolic rates. Nuclea are known to be disrupted by small 

increases in local temperature
 (48)

. Hyperthermic injury can cause compromised vascular 

supply and endothelial edoema in extreme cases
(45)

, and mictothrombosis in the context of 

homeostasis 
(47)

. Mild hyperthermia has been demonstrated to inhibit cell surface receptor 

activity, membrane transport, and RNA and DNA polymerization during protein synthesis in 

vitro.Hyperthermia has also been demonstrated to impair DNA polymerase and mediated 

repair of sublethal cell damage, such as that sustained during radiotherapy. While tumour 
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growth inhibition and resorption are most likely the consequence of a combination of the 

aforementioned effects, it is assumed that ablation of the tumour vasculature and localised 

membrane rupture is the most important.Hyperthermia has also been demonstrated to impair 

DNA-polymeraseand mediated repair of sublethal cell damage, such as that sustained during 

radiotherapy. While tumour growth inhibition and resorption are most likely the consequence 

of a combination of the aforementioned effects, it is assumed that ablation of the tumour 

vasculature and localised membrane rupture is the most important. 

Although the mechanism of cellular response in the present example is yet to be elucidated, 

the specificity of hyperthermic effects on tumour growth from direct nearinfrared PPTT 

treatments is apparent (P<0.0001, respectively). InhibitionThe local technique shows average 

tumour growth with minimal harm to adjacent tissues. In pre-clinical conditions, resorption of 

>57% of directly injected tumours and 25% of intravenously treated tumours clearly suggests 

the potential curative and adjunctive applications of NIR plasmonicphotothermal treatment 

(PPTT).This research indicates that in the future, synthesis and metabolism of various GNP, 

as well as liver safety, would be more important issues for medical applications of gold based 

nanomaterials. As a result, further kinetic and toxicokinetic studies are needed to expand our 

understanding of particle activity in vivo. 

 

4. Conclusion 

              Photodynamic therapy is a promising therapeutic alternative in the treatment of 

cancer. However, because to the drawbacks of traditional PSs, it has yet to acquire 

acceptability as a first line therapy choice. The use of nanoparticles in PDT, particularly gold 

nanoparticles, is a very promising strategy for future technical breakthroughs, and gold 

nanoparticles have a lot of potential for tumour therapy. There are still certain limits in 

clinical use for PPT, PDT, and drug delivery functions in cancer treatment.To begin, the 

number of nanoparticles accumulating in tumours must be accurately measured. 

Quantification approaches must be used with conventional illumination geometries of 

malignancies in specific organs in order to totally destroy cancers.  

            Currently, the majority of in vivo studies have been conducted on subcutaneous 

cancer disorders using NIR light that penetrates a few inches through the skin surface.Fiber 

optic probes should be used to provide NIR light to deep cancer tissue therapeutics, and 

particular imaging modalities should be integrated to monitor treatment. Compared to 

previous gold nanoparticle based phototherapies, gold nanoparticle-assisted radiation therapy 

can cure cancers deep into the body; nevertheless, recent papers have produced conflicting 

results on the effects of photon energy and GNP size. In conclusion, due to its excellent 

selectivity and low side effects, GNP-based cancer treatment has gained a lot of attention in 

recent years. In vitro and in vivo, gold nanoparticles have shown significant promise as a 

light-to-heat converter, local field enhancement, medication carrier, and radiation sensitizer 

for cancer treatment, efficiently damaging malignant tumours. Furthermore, significant 

progress has been achieved in generating GNP-mediated multifunctional nanoparticles 

systems, suggesting that a combination therapy method for improving cancer therapeutic 

efficiency could be introduced in the near future.However, important obstacles must be 

overcome before these technologies can be implemented in clinics, such as GNP 

nonbiodegradability and limited light penetration depth. As a result, more research is needed 

to improve the nanostructure's in vivo behaviour, and the long-term effects of GNPs lingering 

in organs like the liver and spleen should be better known. Overall, as research and 

technology advance, GNPmediated therapies are more likely to be adopted for cancer clinical 

treatment with a less invasive nature. 
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Figure 1: TEM images A: size distribution of gold nanoparticales ,B: Presence of  gold 

nanparticles in the cytoplasm of liver cells from rats sacrificed after 29 days from the local  
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injection of AuNPs. C: Presence of gold nanoparticles in phagolysosomes in Kupffer cells of 

the liver. D:Presence of gold nanparticles in the tongue tissue. 

 

 
 Figure 2: Clinical images show all groups (A: negative 

control group), (B: positive control at 16 weeks, (C:nanogold group after treatment) where a 

significant decrease in ulcers and tumor volume, gold (D: nanoparticles with-laser) note the 

overall reduction of ulcers and tumor volume in groups injected with AuNPs accompanied 

with laser induced the highest recorded ulcer and tumor reduction rate. 

 

 

Figure 3:  A combined picture representing histopathologic sections, of all groups at end of 

the 16th week. A: untreated group (H&E, x20), B: control positive group, C: gold 
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nanoparticles group, D: gold nanoparticles with laser laser group, group (from B-D: H&E 

x4). 

 

Figure 4: The levels of aspartate transaminase (AST) in different groups’ blood serum. 

 

 

 

Figure 5: The levels of gamma glutamyltransferase (GGT) in different groups’ blood serum. 
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Figure 6: The levels of alanine transferase (ALT) in different groups’ blood serum. 

 

 

Figure 7: The levels of alkaline phosphatase (ALP) in different groups’ blood serum. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8: The levels of creatinine (CREA) in different groups’ blood serum. 
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Figure 9: The levels of urea (UREA) in different groups’ blood serum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure10Average change in tumor volume for SCC following near-infrared PPTTtreatment 

by control (   ), intravenous ( ), and direct (  ) injection of pegylated 

goldnanospheres.while intravenous treatments were performedby administration of 100 

μLpegylated gold nanospheres. Direct PPTT treatments wereperformed by administration of 

15 μLpegylated gold nanorods followed by 24 h of 0.9W/cm
2
 NIR laser exposure. 
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Table 1: The levels of Aspartate transaminase (AST), gamma glutamyltransferase (GGT), 

Alanine transferase (ALT), alkaline phosphatase (ALP), creatinine (CREA) and urea (UREA) 

in different groups’ blood serum. 

 

Urea Creatinine ALP ALT GGT AST  

27 0.6 347 44 15 130  Control 

negative 

35 0.85 196.6 40.5 25 135 Gold nanoparticales 

34 0.74 251.6 39 22 139 Gold nanoparticales& 

Laser 

 

 

Table 2:P-values for average volume change in SCC tumors following near-infrared PPTT 

by 808 nm irradiation of pegylated gold nanospheres. 

 

 day 0 day 5 day 10 day 15 day 20 Day 29 

direct vs control 0 0.0003 0.001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 

tail vein vs control 0 0.0136 0.0037 0.0005 0.0004 0.0008 

direct vs tail 0 0.3415 0.1896 0.1936 0.1205 0.084 

 

 

Table 3:Non-parametric analysis of variance for nearinfrared PPTT treatment (2) and control 

groups. 

 

day 0 day 5 day 10 day 15 day 20 Day 29 

0 0.0024 0.0009 0.0008 0.0001 0.0005 

 

 

 


